In this paper, the coupled problem of planar acoustic wave propagation through the double-layer composite plate containing the second layer from damping material with high logarithmic decrement is examined. Aerohydrodynamic interaction between plate and external acoustic environment is defined by three-dimensional wave equations, whilst mechanical behaviour of doublelayered plate is examined with model based on classical Kirchhoff-Love's hypothesis. Exact analytical solutions are given for plates with simply supported edges. On the basis of given solutions, parameters for second layer, which lead substantially damping of plate vibrations are found in the case of acoustic loading at resonant modes.
Introduction
The level of allowable vibrations in any structure is determined by many factors such like its effect to the strength of the structure and its seperate elements, to the structural operability, structural health, human safety and excitation of mounted equipments. In the assessment of the strength characteristics of any structure, one of the most dangerous regimes in structural dynamic deformation is resonance, which is realized when the frequencies of the structure's natural oscillations coincide with a frequency of the external harmonic effects. In such loading regime, the amplitude levels of stresses and deformations in structure increase dramatically. Their correct and reliable theoretical assessment with the needed accuracy for practical purposes requires proper account of damping properties of structural materials caused by internal friction.
Up to now, there are extensive scientific studies on the methods of damping properties determination and on building appropriate mathematical models for their correct descriptions. In general, traditional structural materials (metals and their alloys, advanced composite materials) possessing very high level of elastic and strength properties gives low damping characteristics. Hence, to maximize damping parameters of thin-walled structures made of these materials, their elements are designed in the form of multilayer structures with consecutive placement of high damping materials between the rigid layers throughout the thickness of structure. Such elements are now widely used in the structures of aircrafts and various surface vessels, automobile constructions, civil and industrial buildings, etc., in which, as a damping layer, various elastomers (rubber) are used.
The level of allowable structural vibrations should be limited also by the noise formed in the acoustics environment, which surrounds the structure, by its dynamical interaction with deforming structure.
Mainly, vibration of mechanical systems is dealt by specialists in the fields of solid mechanics, dynamic and strength of machinery, devices and equipment, aircraft and ship strength not taking into account sufficiently the noise produced by the structure during its dynamical deformations, yet the onset and propagation of noise is dealt by the specialist of acoustics. In the last decades of aircraft industry the problem of noise reduction has led to grow up a new scientific field -aeronautical acoustics associated with the acoustics of aircraft and includes aeroacoustics and structural acoustics [1, 2 et al.] . The last one contains scientific discipline at the junction of acoustics and dynamic of elastic systems, which studies the mechanisms of sound propagation by design of the equipment, sound radiation of these structures and other issues. The literature devoted to the study of these issues is quite a lot. Nevertheless, the obtained results in this area should be considered as highly "focused" meaning that coverage is only a narrow class of the simplest elements of thin-walled structures.
As an addition to the discussion above, in the second half of the last century, a scientific field was born in mechanics related to the study of steady and unsteady interaction of acoustic waves with solid deformable bodies and thin-walled structural elements. Studies in this field continue attracting the attention of researchers with actuality, complexity and diversity of the phenomena inherent in the interactions among different physical nature. Related to this research direction, up to now, aerohydroelasticity problems of thin-walled structures (in particular shells) covered in a number of monographs and literature reviews [3-6 et al.] .
However, these papers did not consider the questions of sound waves formation and theoretical study of sound insulation and sound absorption by various deformable bodies. These issues are not investigated by researchers up to now, although all handbooks or manuals, devoted to this issue and covering various multilayer structures, point out their good sound insulation and sound absorption properties [7, 8 etc.] . In practice, these properties have been studied mainly experimentally and the theoretical researches on these properties are mostly based on simplified equations of mechanics of multilayer structures since there is no theoretical basis developed to deal with these problems. As an example, noise in ground vehicles (i.e. automobiles) and aircraft structures is reduced by sticking some special coatings made from rubber-like materials on load bearing elements of construction, which are called by designers as sound isolation layers. However, these coatings in practice do not have any sound isolation properties, but having high damping properties, they reduce significantly the amplitudes of deformation and deflections in structural elements during their loading in resonance regimes, which lead, as a result, the reduction of sound pressure in structure's interior.
Moreover, further will be shown in present study that using special coating materials with high damping ratios leads dramatic reductions in the level of cyclic stresses formed in structural elements and as a consequence dramatic increase in durability of structure.
Problem statement and solution procedure
Let's consider a deforming body composed of two thin layers having thicknesses 1 2 , t t and made from orthotropic materials. The considered double layer structure belongs to the orthogonal cartesian coordinate system 1 2 0x x z whose coordinate plane 0 z coincide with the mid-plane of the first layer and 1 x , 2 x axes are aligned with the orthotropy axes of layer materials.
Let 1 u , 2 u , w -displacements of points on plane in the directions of 1 x , 2 x , z . According to KirchoffLove hypothesis in moderate bending of plate, displacement and deformation components in any point can be defined by relationships (1) where partial derivatives with respect to the i x coordinates are designated by standard notation. If layer materials have viscoelastic properties, then for the describtion of dynamic deformation process altering with time through the harmonic law with circular frequency , stress components of k -th layer can be related with deformation components in (1) 
which are generalization of relationships [9] 
where points above symbols shows partial derivatives with respect to , k r -material density of k -th layer, p -external aerohydrodynamic load which is to be found. Constructed equations in (4), (5) can be expressed through displacement components 1 2 , u u and w using physical relationships; 0 , , which lead from the relationships (3) by applying relationships (1), (2) and introducing the notation 
Further we will be restricted by investigations of dynamic deformation process of double-layer structure, which will be handled at two consecutive stages: at first stage, which is static one, a nonhomogeneous stress field with respect to 1 2 , x x coordinates is generated in plate, which is equivalent to sj N ; at the second stage, in the vicinity of stress-strain state of the first stage, cyclic deformation process is realized by the formation of such a plate bending stresses and strains, which have little effect on the generated forces sj N of the first stage. In the perspective of the equality assumptions ( sj sj T N ) that is valid for small displacements, using the relationships (6), we obtain the strain-displacement relationships: 
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In the view of dependencies (9) relationships in (7) take the form 
in which the following designations are introduced: y x , and surrounded in two sides by acoustic environments "1" and "2", occupying half planar spaces 1 V and 2 V , bounded by 0 z plane. Action of planar harmonic incident waves to the plate defined by pressure p and frequency . As a result of its interaction with plate in the surrounding half-spaces 1 V and 2 V acoustic waves are excited in the form of reflected and radiated waves in first half-space and radiated in second one. These waves are defined, relative to the velocity potentials , 1 , 2 , by wave equations, which are written in approximated way as follow (hereinafter k=1,2) 
In this case, aerohydrodynamic load p acting on plate will be ,
The first equation for incident wave in virtue of (18) 
Using the relations in (27) in accordance with the relations in (15), (18), (20), (23) - (26) 
For a given value of A and the calculated values of 1 2 , P P sound isolation properties of plate and level of sound pressure in half spaces 1 V and 2 V will be described with parameters ( 0 p -sound pressure corresponding to the threshold of hearing) 
and amplitude values of the dynamic stress components formed at points of the boundary plane of the plate's first layer from by the action of the incident sound wave, will be determined by the formulas 1   1  ,  1  2  2  1  11  1  21  2  2 , 1,3,.. 1
which is obtained from (12) using the relationships (9) and solutions (19), (31). thicknesses 2 2;3;5 t mm (graphs, introduced in pictures 3-10 correspond to 1 A ). Analyzing the obtained results, it can be seen that the damping layer in the plate, having even considerable thickness and logaritmic decrement does not show significant effect on sound isolation properties 0 p R (in the range 5÷10 dB). But, on the other hand, by introducing a damping layer, vibration amplitudes (Fig. 7, 8 ) and the value of bending moment are (and hence the stress) (Fig. 9, 10 ) significantly reduced. 
Conclusions
Based on the analysis of the results, we come into a conclusion that the functional rubber-like materials adhesively sticked on thin-walled structural elements as an additional thin layer possessing high internal damping characteristics can significantly reduce the amplitude values of deformations and deflections of structural elements in the resonant modes of loading thereby forming a reduced level of radiated sound pressure. The use of these special coatings with high logarithmic decrement ratios leads to dramatic reduction in the level of cyclic stresses resulting in structural elements, as a consequence, to a dramatic increase in durability of structure.
